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., (~ . increases for increasing spin due to centrifugal stretching, Coriolis-antipairing, higher-order cranking~ and o~her effects; 3): More recently the experimental discovery of back-bending 2 showed that some nuclei exhibit sharp, almost discontinuous increases in moment-of-inertia above a critical spin.
In all cases the pairing correlation pl~s an important role. Hence, we shall restrict ourselves in this paper to the relation between pairing correlation and the moment-of-inertia and the application of these relationships to calculation of the rotational energies. We shall not attempt a comprehensive referencing to the extensive work in th.is field but refer the reader to a recent review article Dependence of Moment-of-Inertia on Pairing. 3
The moment-of-inertia can be calculated using the well-known second-
' 5
· order cranking formula of Inglis and Belyaev
.... a a' a (1) where Ia) is the single particle wave function with a representing the appropriate quantum numbers; Q is the magnetic quantum number along the symmetry a 1 we shall use ordinary J for the moment-of-inertia, rather than the script letter in common usage. There should not be any confusion with angular momentum, for which the symbol I is used. ~ "' o. It is interesting to note that the exponential dependence of the moment-of-inertia on pairing holds only for well deformed nuclei, which lie far from closed shells. As an example, the lnJ vs. v plot of neutron and proton for. several Pt isotopes is given in Fig. 3 . In the case of neutrons, since their number is still far a~ from the magic number N = 126, the neutron moment of inertia continues to follow the exponential dependence very well.
On the other hand, the proton number of Pt isotopes is close to the magic ... ,
number Z = 82, and as a result, the proton plots are now no longer straight lines. In fact, the low-lying levels of Pt isotopes resemble more closely
We have also directly calculated the moment-of-inertia at zero pairing 
It is seen from Table II that The lnJ vs. lnV plot in Fig. 4 indicates that the moment-of-inertia for unphysically large values of pairing is better described by an inverse power dependence on pairing, rather than exponential. This result, however, is of no practical importance because there are no physical situations in which pairing would exceed its full strength at the ground state. Nevertheless the fact that the exponential pairing dependence of moment-of-inertia holds over most of the region of physical interest may be somewhat fortuitous.
• 
we write an analogous equation in the two pairing coordinates v and v as:
The ki]letic energy term will now be expressed in the exponential :form found 
Subscripts p and n have been suppressed in the above expression used for the (10) proton system and the neutron system. The pairing force strength G is that of 
~
These experimental ~ values were taken from Nemirovsky and Adamchuk.l3 (11) For rough estimates of the CAP effect the potential energy of Eq. (10) could be approximated by the harmonic form 
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Hartree-Fock-Bogoliubov theory and particle number projection are encouraging.
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Such calculat~ons of Faessler et &· also have angular momentum projection and avoid the cranking model. However, their constraint that the ratio of neutron and proton pairing remains constant is probably unrealistic, as our Table V brings out. In all cases the neutron pairing drops faster than proton pairing.
We note that in no case has there been a pairing collapse. The reason that pairing collapse does not occur here up to spins above the Mottelson-Valatin limit may be mainly due to our inclusion of a particle-number projection term in the pairing energy. Such projection always stabilizes pairing.
Though the stretch-model calculations presented here are not sufficiently sophisticated to be trustworthy at high spin, we hope that the physical insights of this model will be of value as a guide to future calculations on the challenging problem of nuclear rotational moment-of-inertia. • ( -14-LBL-1677 .I , ...
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